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She noted: 

If there is such a thing as negative culture or 

culture minus, the Louds have it. The blaring 

sound of rock is the high point of creativity in 

the family ••. There is no avenging sensibility, 

no moral right or wrong, no sense of judgement of 

good or bad weighing over the family ... I think 

the Louds have escaped the small town mores of an 

earlier America. They have been educated and 

led into a large vacuum, and like the rest of us 

are cast out without the structures of work and 

religion that used to shape our days. 1 

Despite the cultural drift, there are signs that 

people are more concerned with notions of "self-under

standing" and "humanistic values" than, say, twenty years 

ago in the era of "the organization man." However, much 

of this is co-opted through superficial and romanticized 

treatment in the mass media. This only increases the need 

for students to think carefully about themselves, to 

assess their own strengths and weaknesses, and to define a 

sense of purpose for their lives. The option is to enter 

an alienated life of crass consumerism, striving for the 

hollow goals of meritocracy. The "compulsive comsumer," 

who becomes dependent upon external objects and entertain

ment, .and the achievement-oriented "compulsive winner," 

who views life as a game of barriers to be defeated 

through high grades and impressing the boss, are, in the 

words of Michael Maccoby, "centerless people." 2 As one 

of his young patients put it, "I experience a gaping hole 

where my self should be."3 

It is often easy to allow externals to define oneself 

--the playboy image remains a powerful one for adolescents, 

as does the image of the "free spirit" bedecked in the 

phony trappings of the counterculture. In contrast, 

reading and thinking about oneself can be a difficult, 

risky experiment in vicariously living out alternative 

roles. For example, when adolescents identify with 

contemporary protagonists as these protagonists confront 

their own problems, the readers may ask themselves if they 

would behave in a similar manner or choose according to 

the values of the protagonists. They are thereby 

experiencing the fact that self-analysis is important to 
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these characters, that when, in fi Separate~. Gene 

looks back on his experiences with Phineas, he realizes 

that Phineas was a challenge to him from which he learned 

about himself. 

Now all of this., of course, is vicarious experience, 

Some educators argue that with the _information explosion 

and the accessibility of information through the mass 

media, students are constantly being confronted with 

challenges to their world.views. Articles on women's 

liberation, TV reports on the ghetto, paperbacks on the 

environment, or TV documentaries on various crises 

certainly present much informa_t:ion which is disturbing and 

essential for self-examination', 

However, this information may not be all that students 

need in order to grapple with themselves. Our TV-bred 

adolescents are saturated with information; they also 

need experience, either real or vicarious. For example, 

adolescent girls may have read articles about establishing 

an equal status with males but may have witnessed few if 

any such male-female relationships in their own experience. 

Literature could provide the vicarious experience which 

may be lacking in informative articles. 

Moreover, the type or process of response to 

journalism information differs from that of response to 

literature in terms of the kind or quality of experience. 

I would contend that the literary experience allows for 

a greater degree of imaginative participation and self

reflection than does the experience of taking in large 

amounts of information. Faced with a daily flow of 

information, audiences develop various kinds of 

avoidance strategies. Some seek out and take in only what 

they want to believe" thus their beliefs are rarely 

challenged. Others try to "keep up" with everything in 

order to be "with it" but without perceiving any general 

patterns or meaning for themselves. Some assume that 

while everything is going on in the "outside world," none 

of it affects their lives out in the suburbs. Others 

view information cynically as entertainment, a form of 

instant stimulation. 

Because the literary work demands so much more 

imaginative participation by the reader than does 
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interesting finding was that subjects were influenced 
more by their voluntary reading than by specifically 
assigned reading, which suggests that the student may 
expect more from a work he chooses himself in terms 
of its effect on him. Thus, the way in which an adoles
cent is bothered often depends on the kind of stance 
he assumes toward the work and his expectations of the 
work. 

It is difficult to predict any cause and effect 
relationship between a work and reader because of the 
strange ways in which literature affects readers. 
Readers project their unique personalities and needs 
into the work. Thus some readers may be disturbed by a 
light romantic lyric because it dr~matizes a certain 
lack in their own lives, while the\grotesque scenes of 
wartime Rome in Catch 22 leave them unmoved. The effect 
of literature can vary with changes in the reader's 
mood, attitude, or motives for reading. The preconcep
tion that one is reading for escape or recreation can 
affect one's perception of a work. 

The effect of a work may have less to do with the 
content (for example, hard-hitting "social realism" 
versus light romance) and more to do with the work's 
challenging of the reader's own value system. The 
reader can_experience "worlds more frightening, painful, 
and precarious than our own, worlds in which men find 
it very difficult to cope successfully with either their 
fellows or their natural environment and in which 
suffering is one of the most common occupations. 115 The 
student who perceives the world from a dogmatic, "closed" 
orientation may perceive a novel as a threat or challenge 
to his own value system; the student who has an inflexible 
cognitive style may have difficulty coping with a char
acter whose attitudes ot goals are ambigous. 

Some of the developmental research on moral beliefs 
by Kohlberg suggests that many adolescents remain on an 
immature level or reliance on adult authority for moral 
guidance, a "good boy morality" or doing what your 
elders· say. When these adolescents read novels in which 
elders provide little moral guidance, this experience 
runs contrary to their habitual perception, perhaps gen
erating some anxiety. 
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Likewise, some of the popular "absurd" writers can 
bother students who are accustomed to straightforward 
narratives or logical explanations for events. They 
therefore have difficulty explaining the character in 
Brautigan' s The Abortion who sits in the "library" and 
presides ove-:;-;_ collection of works which nobody reads. 
Readers are also often disturbed by writers who don't 
resolve things at the end, who leave things hanging, thus 
frustrating the reader's expectations for happy endings. 
They may have difficulty in their retrospective p~tterning 
of such a work, trying to put all the pieces back 
together again. 

Adolescents can be bothered by a sense of the 
inauthentic. One place to begin discussing the ways in 
which novels do bother people may not be with realistic, 
well-written novels but with sentimental or stereotyped 
novels. One outcome may be discovering the lack of 
complexity in these novels, which, in turn, poses the 
question of why complexity or ambiguity is or is not 
inherently perplexing. 

Readers are also bothered in a subconscious manner. 
They can repress these troublesome ideas or translate them 
into fantasies which are not threatening to their egos. 
For example, an adolescent can be reminded of his traumatic 
relationship with a parent on a subconscious level, 
translating this memory into a conscious sense of being 
disturbed. 

These are some of the many ways literature can bother 
readers. It is obviously impossible to make accurate 
predictions that given book X, reader Y will be bothered 
in manner z, or that given reader Y's concerns, book X 
will necessarily deal with those concerns. The literary 
experience is too complex for such predictions. 

On the other hand, the manner in which literature is 
often taught can reduce the potential for this complexity 
by limiting students' responses while reading the work 
to, for example, answering questions which deal solely 
with identifying facts and themes. Ironically, such 
literature teaching generates negative anxiety, a self
defeating fear of giving the "wrong answer," getting a 
poor grade, etc. 
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As literature teachers we should • develop their literary cxperie . be helping students As Walter Slatoff argues in hi:c: t~ it: fullest potential Readers,6 instead of deal. . oo , With Respect!£ ". ing with the pro bl f inappropriate responses" em o problem of "insufficient' we shou~d be dealing with the . responses __ the f • 1 experience the work and its eff ai ure to fully example, if a reader' ects on the reader, For s covert response str t • to merely describing and it . a egy is limited not be expressing any. emot~ erplreting_a work, then he may ioua relationshi 'th h or evaluating the quality of thew • P ~i ~ e work responses are limited solel to f~rk •. Likewise, if his may not be understanding thy : ective_experience, he wider the range of res e w~rL I believe that the a reader will be bothe~ondsbe, t e ~nore likely it is that • e ecause• the work· •• Just that much more of . ) is providing an experience. 

Slatoff defines the "full ,. the reader both experiences th response as one in which ~imself going through th t •• e ~ork and also experiences himself" and is simult a e~perience: He both "loses absorbed s· ·1 1 aneous y aware that he is so • imi ar y when t lk experience " ' we a about having "an , we mean that we wer d h event to be aware of th f e etac ed enough from an going on and aware of h: act that something unusual was this implies a tension bwtwe we:e experiencing it. All self-awareness. e ween involvement in a work and 

to 
"hAs teafchers we can't go around telling ave a ull response" wh th our students telling them to be open f en ey read. That's like can do is not , ree, and spontaneous. What we preprogram their exp • mine the potential of a work t b e~iences so as to under-them about the ways in whic o ot_er them. We can ask so they do become aware of~ they did experience a work and detached. ow th ey were both involved 

None of this is eas • have learned that they ouyghtg~ven som: of 
th

e ways students exam le d O experience a work F p , stu ents often assume th t 'f • • or stand a work, the teacher will b ab~ they fail to under-them. This often invol ea e to explain it for 
h 

ves more than thee • t e teacher will clarif th xpectation that comprehend literal me ~. e students' failure to 
on the teacher's pat ::pi~!n:~~ exte

nd
s t~ t~eir reliance ions of ambiguity or central 
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questions in the work. 

For example, a student is reading Invisible Man and 
reaches the ending in which Invisible Man goes back down into his room surrounded by light bulbs, Now a student might be bothered by this ending: Is Invisible Man renouncing the world and going undergroun<l permanently or 
is he preparing to go out again to perform some revolutionary actions? The student isn't sure. He is also thinking about himself and his own ambiguous attitudes toward the world, attitudes which range from total apathy 
to a desire for radical action. 

The next day he goes into class and the teacher 
explains that what Invisible Man was really doing was renouncing the world, and the student thinks, "Yes, that must be it." Instead of letting the novel linger on in his mind in a bothersome way, he forgets it. If he learns to depend on the teacher's explanation, then the next time he reads, he may not think through something else that bothers him. Teachers need to resist the temptation to explain, An alternative is to openly explore the conflicting responses without any preconception that they may be resolved, leaving the students to resolve the ambiguities 
in their own minds. 

In addition to assuming that ambiguities will be cleared up by the teachers, a second assumption students make is that the literary experience involves a perception of organization and completed form. Thus students assume that it is their job in reading to somehow find order and 
describe a work's completed form, Much of reading 
literature involves a constant disruption of form, a continuous violation of expectations. In our concern with teaching a sense of order, which is obviously necessary, we rarely deal with the disordering effects of literature, 
thus leaving out much of what contributes to the "full 
response," 

For example, take a sentence from a work: "She reached up and put her hand on his cheek." Next sentence 
,,,,well, what were you predicting? Whatever it was could then be compared with what actually followed, let's say., "He smiled at her," This involves a continuous guessing game in which the reader's imagination fills in 
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the gaps ~etween sentences. The same holds true f 
larg~r ~nits: paragraphs, scenes, or cha ter or 
predictions turn out to be cont' p s. When our hope that the guy will re 1· inuous~y wrong, when we 
actions and he never doesa ~:eensometthi~g about the girl's b t • a ension develops 

e ween the reader and the work Th examine his , • e reader may begin to 
right for own plerc~ptions, to question whether he is 

• examp e, in wanting that the girl's behavior Th guy to see through himself "Wh . . • en perhaps the reader may ask 
. , y is it that I always want that· what d 

reaction reveal about my attitude?" , oes my 

The critic, Morse Peckham who ha • 
the di~ordering effects of art; notes ~h:~i~te~ much ~bout 
something imminent in a erce t . . o~ er.•• is not 
contributed by the perceiver P,~atl.fifeld; it 7s something • • is ully oriented 
perception, a condition in which d' •• in which one has a conviction ispa;ities are ignored, 
be confirmed ,,7 Whe th' that ones predictions will · n is sense of order • • 1 
the ~eader may be bothered or baffled and ~~e:io ated,. 
examine the reasons for thi d' • • may begin to s iscontinuity of experience. 

Let's apply this theor t h • Instead of k' Y O t e teaching of poetry. as ing students to read a po 1 
would suggest asking them to read it se~:r:~ ~.once, I 
perhaps keeping a written or taped journal f imesh, 
re-reading Then , 1 or eac h • , inc ass, students could discuss how 
~ e poem may have continually resisted any of th. 

ypotheses. Readers often search for cl feir reading . osure a ter one , some retrospective patterning which ·11 • 
all together. However, after several furtherwi ~ut it 
they may realize that their initial hypoth • readings, s f · · 1 esis was uper icia, that the poem continue • closure, leading to further th' k' s to defy any imposed in ing about the poem. 

for q;;~k
0

!!~ne~;;s:~~~:r:i~~u~~~::: ~~:~:: t~ewsame need 
call instant interpretation" "Lt' f' • g, _hat I in a hurr • e s inish this poem off 
As a y • : • Sally, what do you think it is sa in 1" 

result, interpretations are out of pla y ,g 
earn favor with the teacher. ce or wont 

In contrast I wold • cla d , u occasionally assume that the 
ss oes not need to achieve h • encourage deviant response dsynt esi~ but would try to s an expressions of ambiguity 
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or leave a class hanging between opposite interpretations 
and then the next day discuss whether the students were 
bothered by this. This would be particularly 
appropriate in the middle of longer novels when everything 
is unresolved. Again, students could discuss openly how 
the work frustrates their need for closure, how their 
stock responses are violated. Role play or creative 
dramatics sessions could deal with the anxiety or conflict 
situations in the work. Students could extend these 
conflicts and then discuss whether other students would 
have extended them in the same manner. 

I'm not saying that students will always be bothered 
or affected by these activities; however, I wouldn't 
panic if students are confused or frustrated. One of the 
myths teachers operate under is that confusion and 
frustration are not conducive to learning. In order for 
students to want to understand something, an important 
prerequisite is that some lack of understanding exi·sts. 
When students are bothered or frustrated, they may then 
perceive their own sense of incompleteness, their own 
lack of understanding, and want to further seek under-
standing--maybe, about themselves. 

In addition to helping students develop "full 
responses" to their reading, let me suggest some ways in 
which teachers can help students find works which will be 
related to their concerns or provoke self-analysis. 

As literature teaching moves toward more individua
lized or free-reading programs, teachers need to be able 
to develop "tie lines" between work and reader, to 
suggest books ,to students based on a careful perception 
of each student's own ability, interests and needs. This 
includes ascertaining those things that are bothering a 
student, or, if the student cannot define what is 
bothering him, being able to suggest works which may 
help him define what is bothering him. This could be 
accomplished in an informal conference or an inventory 
asking which books may have had some effect on students 
and how they were so affected. In talking with the 
students, the teacher could express some of his own 
concerns and mention books related to those concerns or 
the ways in which specific titles familiar to the 
student may have bothered him. This can relax a student 
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or provide an example. 

in whr~~ teach;r migh~ also try to ascertain the manner 
a stu ent thinks about his concerns--his 

conceptual framework or level of moral r . 
information could then serve as ab . feasonfing. This 

. asis or urther 
conversation about specific books the student has read. 

For example, because of his identification with a 
character who conceives of his b . 

or more d~scriminating terms, t~:os!~~=n~nm;or~aambiguous, 

changed his manner of thinking about his ownypro~~ems 

Of course, the teacher must be open to the ossibil' • 

~~ehst~dent may not want to talk about the took at ~fi that 

i e oes respond to the book that h or, 

only cursory evaluative term4.' e may respond in 

Moreover, the student may have expressed no previous 
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problems foremost in his mid H _any particular 
the book . . . n • owever, while he read 

, something in it may have bothered him . 

~; ~=yd~:smaihno~ wi~h to discuss this effect withA::;:~e• 

d' , e eac er should serve as a sympathetic , 

au ienceffand perhaps help the student understand why he 
was so a ected. 

The attitude of th 
• e teacher toward the student is 
important, The teacher sho ld . 
handed manner that heist u_ not a~sume in_some heavy-

. • rying to rid the student of 
some of his psychological problems 1 
is involved in a biblioth h , un ess,_of course, he 
t • d erap Y program acting as a 

raine counselor. Nor should he give the i . 

~hat he is_providing some instant cure or ea:ypression 
ln suggesting titles. answer 

. Too many students have been turned off b a • 

~idact!c missi?na~y zeal in telling students iheyt:~;~;r s 

o rea something because it is good for them Th' 

~ften ~~sks an elistist assumption that they ~ughti:o 

e rea ing better stuff• Furthermore it . . 
that the students be . , is important 

C
ihn

0
~akinfg choices. r1i:;:d:!t;u~~a;~e;;ym:~ep~~=f~

1:wn 

ices rom a number of t'tl 
the particular title selec~edeia:n~ ~::r i~rceiv7 that 

they gain a c?nfidence which can carry overeioe~~~~:d, 

years, a confidence that they can select books which 
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~re meaningful. Moreover, to recall the Shirley study, 

when students self-select, they may have a greater incentive 

• to want to read the book and to want to be affected by it. 

As an option to suggesting just one book, the teacher 

could suggest a cluster of books which revolve around a 

particular concern, and which vary in readability and sophis

tication so that if a student got into one which was too 

difficult, he could switch to another. The books suggested 

should contain relatively familiar material. Most of the 

research on reading interests finds that adolescents become 

more involved with subject matter with which they are more 

faroiliar--works about things that are close to their own 

experience -- than they do when reading about people or 

subjects foreign to them. 

There are also a lot of new anthologies which group 

selections around adolescent concerns. I would avoid those 

that contain moralizing introductory essays and questions 

at the end of each selection, because all this interferes 

with the student's formulation of his own unique responses. 

I also contend that paperback novels, which are longer and 

potentially more involving, are a better bet, particularly 

when the student is choosing them himself. 

It is no news to literature teachers that within the 

last five to ten years the adolescent novel has deve~oped 

a more realistic social and psychological orientation than 

its predecessors. Not only is this the case with content-

frank treatment of parental relationships, sex, drugs, 

school politics, prejudice, etc. -- but also some of these 

novels differ in form or structure from their predecessors. 

The older "junior novel" tended to conclude with a formulaic 

happy ending, whereas some of the more contemporary novels 

end without resolution, leaving the future uncertain or 

ambiguous. A case in point is A Slipping-Down Life by 

Anne Tyler. After a long and, at times, humorous relationship 

between a high school girl and a rock singer culminates in 

marriage, their relationship disintegrates and the marriage 

ends. The novel then simply ends at that point without any 

extensive moralizing, and the girl is left facing an 

uncertain future. 

"Realism" does not necessarily mean staging the novel 

in a 1973 commune. Historically, it suggests a careful 
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rendering of authentic human relationships; Dickens andBalzac 
come to mind. As Jean Karl has noted: 

Realism--facing today's problems in books--is 
not simply presenting in books what the reader 
already knows to be true, or wishes were true. 
It is not creating a facade that looks like 
something the reader knows to be true and 
modern, when closer examination reveals the 
facade to be a stage set that simply gives 
a new look at an old idea. Realism must have 
its roots in the actual emotions, the real 
concerns, the gut truths.of what is--a far 
different thing from usihg today's scene as 
a backdrop for an old idba. 8 

J 
I believe that many current authors of adolescent fic

tion are sensitive to authentic characterization because 
they are not tied down to some of the stereotyped, formulaic 
demands of the stock "junior novel" and the publishers who 
had to sell books to restrictive school boards. It is cer
tainly easy for writers to treat sex, drugs, politics, or 
the counterculture in a sensationalistic manner in order to 
attract attention and sell books. However, once adolescent 
readers develop an interest in the better written adolescent 
novels, they themselves are likely to reject the stereotyped 
treatments. As research indicates, they are reading more 
adolescent novels than traditional literature selections, 
exposure which provides a wider range of choice between the 
well-written and the hackneyed. 

Let me suggest an example of a cluster of realistic 
novels based on something which can bother adolescents, the 
concept of marriage. They know a lot of facts about divorce 
and illegitimate children, but many obviously lack exposure 
to a variety of marital problems and the ways people might 
deal with them. Many are bothered by how well they get along 
with others and are concerned with how they might function 
with just one person. Some are questioning the basic validity 
of marriage; others are bedazzled by the romanticized version 
of marriage on television ads. For such students, one cluster 
could include: Head, Mr. and Mrs. Bo Bo Jones; Zindel, My • 
Darling, My Hamburger; Crane, Wedding Song; Tyler, A Slipping
Down Life; and Laing, Ask Me If I Love You Now. 
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II 1 II b d The following are a number of other c usters _ase 
nt adolescent novels, most of which are in print and 

on rece b k Obviously each novel listed does not deal • paper ac • · d inclusively with one problem. However, I have trie _to 
ex the novels under headings which reflect the primary group 
thematic focus of each work. 

Relationships with Parents 

wersba, Run Softly, Go Fast 
Ellis, Celebrate the Morning 
Walden, Walk in a Tall Shadow 
Barrett, Midway 
Brown, The Other Side of the Street 
Sherburne, Stranger in the House 
Naylor, No Easy Circle 
Mazer, I, Trissy 
Ney, Ox: The Story of a Kid at the Top 
Wolff, The Space Between 

Race, Prejudice 

Westheimer, My Sweet Charlie 
Kata, A Patch of Blue 
Neufeld, Edgar Alle~ 
Raymond, Up From Appalacia 
Hill, Time to Quit Running 
Arnow, The Dollmaket 
Demby, Bettlecreek 
Gregory, Hey, White Girl! 
Crary, Mexican Whirlwind 
McKay, Dave's Song 

Eyerly, Escape from Nowhere 
Kingman, Peter Pan Bag 
Anonymous, Go Ask Alice 
Wojciechowsak, Tuned Out 
Mathis, Teacup Full of Roses 
Hinton, That Was Then, This Is 
Chaber, The Acid Nightmare 
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School and Instituti·onal Injustice 

McKay, The Troublemaker 

Hentoff, In the Country of Ourselves 
Huntsberry, The Big Hang U~ 
K?ob, The Deep Search 
Hinton, The Outsiders 
Weston, Hail, Hero 
Friedman, Rage 

Wea~er, Nice Guy, Go Home 
Davis, Anything for a Friend 

Sex 

Stuling, You Would If YoJ Loved 
Weston, Jolly J 

Zi ndel, ~er Loved Your Mind 
Mills, A Long Way From Troy 

Homosexuality 

Me 

Hall, Sticks and Stones 
Donovan, I'll Get There. 

Trip 
It Better be Worth the 

Holland, The Man Without 
Kirkwood, Good Times/Bad 

Pregnancy, Abortion 

Dizenzo, Pheobe 

a Face 
Times 

Head, Mr.~s. Bo Jo Jones 
Eyerly, A Girl Like Me 
Eyerly, Bonnie Jo, Go Home 

Thompson, The House of Tomorrow 

Hale, Nothing But a Stranger 

Sh_erburne, Too Bad about the 
-:;:::it:~;:-:~~--'=-~~H~a:±i:!n!!e~s!,_JG~i!:_:· r~l 

Wilson, To Find a Man 

Mental Illness 

Neufield, Lisa, Bright and Dark 

Green, I Never Promised You a Rose 
Eyerly, The Girl Inside 
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Garden 

,l 

. 
l 

I 

Loneliness, Insecurity 

Platt, The Boy Who Could Make Himself Disappear 

Gallico, The Abandoned 
Warwick, Learn to Say Goodbye 

Hill; Lonesome Traveler 
L'Engle, Prelude 
Ball, Johnny Get Your Gun 
Rinkoff, Name: Johnny Pierce 

Ruhen, Corcoran's the Name 

Gir 1' s Maturing 

Drexler, I Am the Beautiful Stranger 

Mcshane, The Passing of Evil 

Colman, Claudia, Where Are You? 

Baker, Here By the Sea 
Bu1:ler, Captive Thunder 
Raymond, The Trouble with Gus 

Boy's Maturing 

Barr.ett, Midway 
Jordan, His Own Where 
Balducci, Is There Life 

Bernbaum? 
Bowen, Wipeout 

After Graduation, Henry 

Hentoff, I'm Really Dragged but Nothing Gets Me 

Down 
Bradford, Red Sky at Morning 

Lee, The Skating Rink 
Johnson, Count Me Gone 

Let me conclude by asserting that the literary experi

ence is more than simplistic sentimental enjoyment. It can 

be disturbing in a positive existential manner of con

fronting self. While we don't often understand how this 

works, we have a sense of it in the words of two readers: 

Kafka said, "I read sente,nces of Goethe as though my whole 

body were running down the stresses"; and C. S. Lewis said, 

"In reading great literature I become a thousand men and 

yet remain myself. I transcend myself; and am never more 

myself than when I do." 
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